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introduced to Africans in a manner which Folson calls "'im- FOLSON DOES RAISE some deeper issues. The Marxist view, he
perialism of· the mind", and also that in some socialist countries maintains, denies Africans the ability to make their own history
the aftermath of the revolution has included restrictions on and to interpret it how they wish. He claims that Marxists
personal security guaranteed by law as well as on intellectual make African history a hmechancial response to change in the
freedom. But "the emergence of such political systems does·not economic structure of Western Europe". He claims that
·prove' that socialism is inherently a system of terror and Marxism would "require" Africa to go through an historical
repression. What it does mean ... is that socialism in backward evolution analagous· to Western Europe. These and other
and underdeveloped countries has a powerful tendency to points he makes are largely directed towards "Communism" but
become a backward and underdeveloped socialism . . . it is the they do challenge all Marxists with real issues. Can one apply
degree of maturity of a country's productive resources that the categories used by Marx to Africa (when they were collected
determines the 'general character of social, political and intellec- primarily from Western European data-though we must -not
tual life'" (Baran: op. cit., p. 8). The cultural and ideological forget Marx's study of India nor Engels' of the American
stagnation of the Soviet Union under Stalin transmitted itself to Indians using Morgan's material)? How far have African
some extent into world Marxist circles, but since that time' we leaders applied Marxism? Pierre Alexandre feels that the
have increasingly seen an attempt by Marxists to apply the "theoretical problems arising from this [African] situation are
principles of Marxism to the situations in which they live, in .- not easy to solve in Marxian terms" and suggests that the

.·what one has called "an authentically historical rather than an predominant trend is towards "a kind of original synthesisu
•

'.inevitabilist' evolutionary approach". I think this may be what Is this "synthesis" Marxist. or should it be described as
.Folson means when he praises the work of Jack Woddis, for Ubourgeois"? Is "Mrican socialism" indeed a single synthesis?
this is. to some extent such an attempt and Woddis would Are African nationalism and Marxism mutually exclusive
certainly not agree that he has abandoned historical materialism! categories? e

(to be continued)

The Price of

Withdrawal
Truths white South AfrIcans
must learn frorn Algeria

SEBARETLANE

"THE NATtVES COULDN'T RUN South Africa without the white
people. Therefore. even if apartheid is unjust, and even if it
goes on for year~. the Natives couldn't kick us out~ because if
they did, they'd starve." Almost every white person in South
Africa believes this, whether he be Nationalist,· United Party,
Progressive or Liberal. Yet, almost certainly, this view is in
correct, witness the last three years in Algeria.

I· am not arguing here, and I hope that no one would argue
anywhere, that a departure of the whites would be desirable.
My simple theme is different: it is merely that the time has long
passed when the presence of the white minority is necessary for
th future of the human race in South Africa.

Algeria is so similar to South Africa in so many ways. It
was, after all. only in these two countries that Europe really
immigrated into Africa, that the European idea, the European
economy, really took root. In both countries white domination
was the order of the day. In Algeria domination took a more
covert form than in South Africa, but, here too. only three yean
ago nearly every decision-making post in Algeria was held by a
Frenchman. Forty per cent. of the farms (including nearly till
the modern, mechanised sector) were in French hands. Nearly
the whole of industry was French-owned. The key posts in the
army, the police, and the civil service were occupied by French.
Non-French doctors and professional men scarcely existed.
Algerians were denied adequate education, and suffered much
the same oppressio'n and inferior status as is suffered in South
Africa under apartheid. In short. the wealth and dignity, and
the good things in life were a French monopoly.

Today; only three years later, this possessing, directiD" and
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_professional class of French hardly exists. Some 97% of. the
.whole European .minority of French and Jews have left. 'The
French presence, it is true. was only 130 years old. But some of
the Jewisp communities had been there 'since the dispersion.
2,500 year~' ago. Th~ French a.ssimilate<;l the Jewish commun
ities, and together they built Algeria in the same sense that the
white South Africans have built South Africa. Much of the
assets' of the country was created by the enterprise of this
minority. For instance the rich plain round Algiers, today a
wonderful estate of wine, olives, citrus, wheat and trees, was
largely won by the immigrants from unproductive marshland.

·THE DEPARTURE OF A DIRECTING and profes~ional class would.
alone. be :a factor eng~Ddering almost certain chaos. But, ~o

add to the chaos. certain French elements tried to destroy what
they could, before they left. The Organisation of the Secret
Army (O.A.S.), a French terrorist organisation, destroyed the
records of the nation~l electrical and gas supply commission,
and dynamited some of its installations~ The university library
was blown up and burnt. The' cable railway linking upper
Algiers to lower was destroyed. Bridges and factories were
demolished. ' In their bitter parting from the homeland. which
they felt had been their own creation. many of .the French
seemed to say: "If we can't enjoy Algeria. nobody shall."

After liberation the first few months were indeed chaotic.
There were power and water ·cuts.· The gas supply was inter
mittent, and the telephones out of order. Piles of garbage
.accumulated in the streets.

As the 'flight of French became a panic (although both the
Algerian an.d F~ench gove~ents tried to ~r~uade the~ t.o
stay) thingsgQt worse. And in~ernecine struggles fo~ ~~er

·~twe~n ·groupings of the victorio~F..~.N. m~de .tlJ.~ futur~ look
indeed ·dark.

Then, under Ule government .of MI:.' Abmed Ben .Bella,
stability returned. Foreign experts were called in to help re
start the economy, and the Algerian people were called on to

·work for ·the restoration of· their shattered coun~. Two years
later the success of these joint efforts is remarkable (which may
surprise those whose only source is the. consistently unfriendly
aritish and .American press). Here are one or two instances:
the .Lavigene hospital at Bis~ ~ to serv~ over .a ·m.illion
·people. in :the northern Sahara·~nd the .~ses. .,All jt~ doct~rs

left. Today a Cuban team of doctors an~ nurses is managing
it ·until the Algerians can train Algerians to take over. In
·Algiers a team of Bulgarian electrical engineers gave.a hand in
the restoration of .electric current, and went baclc. their mission
'~ccomplished, late in 1964. Mariy tho~nas of Fre~ch experts
:took jobs of "technical co.~operatio~". These. are, of cour~,

·people who accept Algerian I'QIe over Alg~ria, and are ~ot•. on
the whole~ ~eml~e(s of .the old w~te·~upre~a~y .mino~~y.
rod.ay eleven .thous~~d Fren~h teache,s are wo~~g iJ;l Algeria.
.Th.e Soviet Union hasco~e.forward witl;l.importaDt aid, inc~ud-
.ing the staffing of Mr. Ben Bella's big new college of Oil Tec4
·nology ·at Bou Merdes, which soon will have 600 students. The
American govern·ment has 'supplied, and· continues to supply
.despite ·political·9ilIe(enCes with the AIg~ri~.go~ernmen~ huge
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quantities of wheat f<?r the ~~dy, ~he un~mployed. and t~~ W~I
widows.. A committee of ·Christians. largely Amencan-

·supported. have organised the. planting <;>f millions. of trees to
·absorb 'some of the. ~e~p~~yed: ~i~ .months ag~ their n~serj~s
contained siity ni~l~on y<?ung· .trees~ Tpey work, in wit~ ~e
government's' own prograinm~· under which 150 million trees
were' planted ~·'-_9·64. ~nd· 300 ~illion will be planted ~ .. 19~S.

OIL IS, OF COURSE~ TO 1H~ ALGERIANS what gold' is to the .South
- Africans. The govemment is. rushing through a thir4 pipeline
-wI;JJ.ch will increase the' country's. o~l exports by 50%.. It· is
· being built at the rate of a mile a <Jay by a Briti~h company,
John Brown. The government intends to use the profits from
the explQitation pf Algeria's oil for the raising of living stan·
aards for the whole nation.

The Algerian people have responded to the challenge of tile
times. On the land the domains which were· left empty by the
departure of the French had to be kept productive.. To m~t
the needs of management a form' of workers' control. locally
known as' ~'autogestion", has been introduced. somewhat on tlie
Yugoslav ·model. And no one can see the apple-pie ord~r 'of
the lands and buildings on the Algerian land without bems
impressed by the success of thjs tremendous agrarian revolution.

There is, it is true, serious unemployment. But it is only'
three years since the war. a bitterly-fought war, ended. And no
one can live here, can sense the purpose of the nation and its
leaders, and have many doubts that the future promises well.

The'departure of nearly all the French minonty, then. has not
unfitted the human race in Algeria for the essential tasks of
building happiness, harmony. and prosperity here.

AS A SOUTH AFRICAN LIVING IN ALGERIA, it is perfectly obvious to
me that, if the disaster of a massive departure of the South
African whites were to occur, South Africa would not thereby
be ruined. Of course there would be difficulties. But there are
many backward countries today which do not possess the infra
structure which South Africa already possesses. Thanks to the
urbanisation of millions of Africans, most of our industries and
cities would continue to work. Where highly skilled perso~~l

were needed they would. on the experience of Algeria, be readily
available from friendly countries abroad. And. as the present
South African government has proved, the mi,neral riches o.f the
country are so great that even a very bad government of political
enthusiasts is unable to spoil the country's natural prosperity.

All the foregoing is an argument for the rapid ending of tJte
apartheid nightmare. Each day that passes increases the prob·
ability that the white minority will depart. For each day of
apartheid adds to the weight of guilt on white shoulders. And
each day of African industrialisation lessens the need that the
country still has for its non-African minorities.

But whether the apartheid nightmare ends sooner or later, let
white South Africans know this humbling truth clearly: the
Africans are already able to run South Africa, if need be,
without the help of the whites. •


